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BIOLA HOUR HIGHLIGHTS
ISSUE NO. 4
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STUDIES IN
SCRIPTURE
By: Dr. Louis Talbot
Part of a series first recorded in the 1950's.
the book of Colossians the apostle Paul warns believers against the false
losophies and anti-religious ideas the devil seeks to put before us. They are
vain substitutes for a personal knowledge of a wonderful risen Savior. The
tle SlDllS up the futility of these systems with the words, "Touch not, taste not,
handle not." A lot of the cul ts specialize in: "Don't eat this, don't touch
, " and so on. For the believer, Christ is everything. This is why the extion cones, "If ye be risen with Christ, seek those things which are above,
Christ sitteth at the right hand of God. Set your affection on things above,
m things on the earth" (Colossians 3: 1) . Seven or eight times in the New
taJOOnt it is declared that Christ is seated at the right hand of God. This is a
significant expression. In Hebrews 1:3 it says, ''Who, being the brightness of
glory, and the express image of His person, and upholding all things by the Word
His power, when He had by Himself purged our sins, sat down on the right hand of
Majesty on high." Notice that He has sat down at the nght hand of God, and
.dly that He is seated on the right hand of the Majesty on high.
in your minds that word ''Majesty." There are a lot of things referred to as
majestic. In reality there is very little that truly fits that word. Because
the ravages of sin very few things could be considered majestic. Thinking of
.t word ''Majesty" brings to mind Hebrews 7: 26, "For such an high priest becaire us,
is holy, harmless, lllldefiled, separate from sinners, and made higher than the
ns." Have you ever wondered just how high the heavens are? Astronomers have
marvelous photographs of the heavens. The National Geographic magazine carried
eries of these. There was shown literally thousandS and thousands of slllls, many
j:hem hundreds of thousands of times larger than our Sllll illuminating this earth.
of those suns are trillions of light years away. Under one particular photothere was a statement which declared that in every square inch of that picture
were 4,500 blazing SllllS represented as just a little light shining about the
of the head of a pin. I began to think of the enormity of the limitless lllli• Yet this verse says that Christ is higher than the heavens.
tionallv in Hebrews 1: 3 note that Christ sat down at the right hand of God.
is real' significance to the posture of the Lord Jesus Christ. It's true that

when we have something to do, we keep going, doing it lU1ti1 it is finished.
sit down. This shows us that Christ has finished His work. He came into t his
to expiate sin. From the cross He could cry out, "It is finished." This i s
went up to sit down at the right hand of the Majesty on high. This is where~
to set our affections. It is the finished work of Christ as represented by the
Savior being seated. As far as salvation is concerned, there is no more work
done. Jesus did it all.
Have you ever noticed in your study of the Old Testament tabeinacle and temple
connected with those two buildings were the various pieces of furniture. This'
where all the worship was carried on. The vessels inside those two structures
all either pure gold or they were a kind of incorruptible wood overlaid with go
All the curtains were very beautiful, made of fine linen with variegated colors
blue, purple and scarlet. There was an altar there, too, and many other items
as the candlestick, the table of showbread, the altar of incense, and the ark,
you ever noticed that there was one piece of furniture missing? It was conspi
by its absence. Certainly we wouldn't want to live in a building without this
piece of furniture. I'm referring to a chair. The tabernacle and temples cont
no chair because the priests never sat down. Their work was never finished .
Hebrews chapter 10 the contrast is drawn, "And every priest standeth daily minis
ing and offering often the same sacrifices, which can never take away sins; But
man (that is, the Lord Jesus), after he had offered one sacrifice for sins fore
sat down on the right hand of God" (Hebrews 10: 11, 12). We should see the post
of the Lord being seated at the right hand of God. Christ's work is entire ly
finished.
There is also to be seen in this picture the rest of the Lord. Whenever I' ve g
out for a long walk I'll co~ home tired and needing to sit down to rest. I tw
1900 years ago that Jesus Christ took a long j oumey. He came all the way from
Glory to this earth. For 30 years He walked a pathway of tears , sorrow and hea
break. It was rulminated in His terrible death by crucifixion on Calvary's cros
Then He rose from the dead, reaching the Father's presence to sit down at the ri
hand of God. This is where He is today, and the consideration speaks of His res
Do you know anything about rest of heart and mind? Our Savior certainly isn 't
worried about anything. He isn't building bridges before He comes to them. He
resting in God's sure prophecy. The Lord looks down from heaven knowing how eve
thing is going to end. He knows God's plan for this earth. Consider the fact
we can enjoy His rest for we are seated with Him in the heavenlies. The apostle
Paul says, "Set your affection on things above, where Christ si tteth at the righ
hand of God." I think that's another thing that He wants you to put a right val
on--not only the finished work of Christ, but also to kna~ that rest. How f ew
people know anything about real spiritual rest. So many of God's children are
ways in a stew. Whenever I visit Forest Lawn, looking at all those graves, I
wonder just how many of the folks who are buried there simply worried themselves to death. The Lord doesn't want us to worry about anything. There i s s
a thing as having a spirit of concern but God wants you to enter into His rest.
Then, too, there is the rest that Christ gives and there's also the rest that G
wants you to find. The Savior declared, "Corre unto me, all ye that labor and a
heavy ladened, and I will give you rest." This is the rest that He gives. It
fers to rest of conscience. When you look away to Calvary, seeing the blood sh
there to wash away your sins, you find rest for your soul in believing person~l~
Again, Christ states, "Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me, and ye shall fln
rest unto your souls." Many believers know the rest Christ gives, but they
know the rest which they have to find. The picture in this state~nt is that o
colt out in the field. His owner has just turned him loose. He has never had a
yoke on his back. There is plenty of hay and oats and he kicks up his heels, h
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What a ray of light is to the SlID, the Lord Jesus is to the Father. In Hebrews
we TP~.d that Christ is the effulgence of the Lord's glory. That word means "the
outshining of God's glory." When you see the sunbeam, you see the sun. The two
exist at the same time. When you look into the face of the Lord Jesus, you see
for Christ and God are One. John's purpose in writing his epistle is to prove
eternal Deity of the Lord Jesus Christ. We recall his opening remarks as ins pi
by the Holy Spirit: Jesus didn't say that He reflects the light, but rather t hat
is the light. Without question, Christ is the light in regard to everything .
Certainly He is the light in regard to who God is. The Savior pointed out, "No
has seen God at any time; the only begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Fath
He hath declared Him" (John 1: 18) • None of us can imagine what God is like. It
only as you look into the face of Christ that you can know who God is. It does
come from just looking at His handiwork. One of the disciples requested, "Lord,
us the Father, and it sufficeth us." Jesus responded, "And have I been so l ong
with you, and yet you have not known :Me, Philip? He that hath seen Me hath seen
Father" (John 14:9). You can look at the sky and know something about God's p
but if you want to know about His eternal plan through salvation, you rrrus t co:ire
faith to Christ. We see Jesus standing outside the grave of Lazarus where He w
with a heart broken for His friends, Mazy and Martha. He knew He was going t or
Lazarus yet He mingled His tears with those of sorrowing people. You would neve
know God was like that, apart from seeing our blessed Lord. Jesus told the sto
the prodigal son who wasted his substance in riotous Ii ving. The father saw him
coming home from afar off and ran toward him to put his anns around him in rest
fellowship. He ordered, "Bring forth the best robe and put it on him, and shoes
his feet; and kill the fatted calf, and let us eat and drink and be merry for th'
my son was dead, and is alive again." What a story to tell a downtrodden people
have wasted their lives in sin. We see here another revelation in regard to who
is. Aren't you glad Jesus is the Light of the world? Christ is also Light i n
gard to who He was in Him.5elf. No person can ever get a real appraisal of himse
· until he bows in the presence of Jesus Christ. My father was a very proud man ,
never went to church, although he believed in its ministry. One day he c~ int
the presence of the One who is Light. Then he c~ to know just how desperately
wicked he was. He cried that prayer, "God be rrerciful to me a sinner." As a
sult, he was wonderfully saved. You will never get a right appraisal of yoursel
until you get in the presence of Jesus Christ. Peter fell at the Savior's feet
exclaimed, "Depart from me, 0 Lord, for I am a sinful man." He received an i nsi
into the exceeding wickedness of his own heart. This is what happened to the w
at the well. She told others, "Come and see a man who told me all things that
I did. Is not this the Christ?"
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The Lord Jesus is also the Light in regard to the significance of all the events
taking place in the world today. He is the One who tells us about the future aw
ing us in the Father's house. He give us illumination as to who will go to hell.
There is another promise in this text, "He that followeth me shall not walk i n
ness." This doesn't mean that you' 11 never have experiences which may cause per
plexity. God's providences with His people oftentimes are beyond all human tmde
standing. Perhaps some of you may be attending loved ones who are dying by i nch
You wonder why God permits that. When the Lord promises, "He that followeth Me
shall not walk in darkness , '' He isn't referring to understanding God's providen.
The Lord allows us to be thrust in darkness as far as the meaning of His provis1
are concerned. The purpose being that you might trust Him in the dark. What is
singled out here is the darkness of sin. The songwTiter penned, "He breaks t he .
pcwer of canceled sin and sets the prisoner free." It doesn't matter what he re
yours has been because of the wrong. Ii ving of your predecessors, if you coire to
the Lord Jesus by faith you will not walk in darkness.
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Ja\i'IGER
By: Dr. H. Nonnan Wright
.e word "anger" is mentioned, how do you feel? Is it even right to get angry?
Word of God we find "anger" used many times. A great nunber of individuals
corded to have experienced this emotion. In Genesis 4: 5, 6 we read of how
came so upset that he killed his own brother. Then in Exodus 32: 19, 20 we
'.the incident recorded of how Moses cane dCMn from the mountain top only to find
·1dren of Israel dnmkenly worshipping a false idol. Their leader was so upt he broke the tablets containing the Ten CoJIIlllandments. Those are just two;
are many others •

person will experience anger in his life tine.

One reason for it s tem5 from
Some psychologists have pointed
at people feel much more comfortable experiencing anger than existing in a
of anxiety. It feels natural to strike out; this is a typical neans of deal.th that emotion •

or anxiety.

A natural reaction can be anger.

.er cause for being angry is based on survival. When we feel threatened, perin a physical way, we react with intense anger. There are occasions when people
been able to do great feats of strength tmder intense stress. The cause has
anger.
third reason for anger is that of injustice. Have you seen situations around
perhaps in your church or co:nnnunity, which have bothered you? Years ago, when
am Lincoln first saw the slave market, he turned to a friend and declared,
day I'm going to hit this problem, and I'm going to hit it hard!" Years later
ik that anger and used it in a very active and positive way to deal with the
difficulty.
aps there is a fourth reason why many people become angry. Have you ever been
trated when you haven't been able to get your own way? Does it ever bother you
people don't follow through on what they say? It's easy to get angry when our
s are blocked. Think back over this past week and list the tines in which you
angry. Consider the possible basic reasons. How have you handled the
.tions you have had to face?
r has been defined as a strong emotion of displeasure. Quite often it is
anied with displeasure and a feeling of inward irritation. Along with this
6
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there is a trerrendous surge of energy which results. The pupils of the eye b
dilated thus giving the person greater night vision. The heart rate increase
blood pressure goes up. Sorre of the muscles in the stomach area actually be
tighten or clamp down. The llilgs expand at the time and there is more air ci
ing. There are definite bodily changes that occur. When anger is a regular
occurrence over a few years this can have a definite effect upon the individ
Several Scriptures relate to what happens during the time of anger. In I S
chapter 20, beginning with verse 30, we read of the situation conceming Saul
Jonathan, and David. The king's anger was kindled against Jonathan because o
friendship with ymmg David. Anger had entered the monarch's heart so that h
bent on David's destruction. Jonathan saw no reason for killing Jesse's son.
Bible says, "Jonathan arose from the table in fierce anger and ate no food th
second day of the month; for he grieved for David, because his father had dis
him." Saul was so infuriated that he tried to kill his son. Jonathan also e
perienced anger but he controlled it in a very healthy way. Ile removed himsel
from the situation because he knew there was nothing he could do to convince
father. It's interesting to note that Saul violated one of the primary princi
fmmd in Scripture. We are exhorted, "Fathers, do not provoke your children
wrath."
In the 25th chapter of I Sanruel we see the effect of anger upon the body.
David, Abigail and Nabal. David had been hiding out in the hills for sore ti
He and his men had protected many of the fanrers nearby. When he needed more
supplies he sent one of his ren down to Nab al asking for help. Nab al refused
very definite manner, sending the man away. When David heard about it he was .
upset. He decided to go down to see Nabal and try to solve the problem. As
approached the fann, Abigail, Nabal' s wife, came out to meet them. She knew
her husband had done, and realized what David and his men would probably do.
herself took the donkeys and loaded them with the provisions David needed. Sh
offered these things in the hopes that David would not hann Nabal. David agre
taking the supplies and heading back to his camp. When Abigail told Nab al wha
had done "his heart died within him, and he became paralyzed as a stone." Ten
after this Nabal died. Apparently he either had a stroke or a heart attack.
is very possible that he had bec01re so angry that something gave way physicall
So much of hypertention is brought about because of intense anger.
We want to consider five categories in Scripture which deal with the subject o
anger. First of all, we are to put away anger. The Bible clearly points out,
all bitterness, and indignation, and wrath (which rreans passion, rage, bad te
and resentment (which is anger), and quarreling (which is brawling and clamor),
slander be banished (or put away) from you" (Ephesians 4:31). Paul gives a si
thought to the church at Colosse, "But now put away and rid yourselves complet
of all these things: anger, rage, bad feelings toward others, curses and slan
and foul mouthed abuse, and shameful utterances from your lips" (Colossians 3:
A second category can be stated: don't provoke others to anger. In Proverbs 20
we are told, "The terror of a king is as the roaring of a lion. Whoever provo
him to anger, or angers himself against him, sins against his own life." Tnere
are also the familiar words, "A soft answer turns away wrath, but grievous wor
up anger." There are probably many times within our family lives when we have
the source of irritation to another individual. Perhaps we have talked to the
much about what t hey are supposed to do. This is referred to as "nagging." As
parent s t here are probably many ti~s when we give cause for our children to ge
angry wi t h us. Scri pture forcefully states, "Don't do those things which would
provoke others to anger."
A thi r d category of Scripture i s surrnned up in the words, "Be slow to anger."
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PRACTICAL
CHRISTIAN
LIVING
By: Dr. Curtis

~fitchell

,f the areas for concern today centers on ecology.

People are rightly concerned
pollution in the air, the water and wherever man's hand has touched the things
ure. Yet, there is a far more devastating sign of pollution about which no
eem.5 to be greatly disturbed. I refer to moral pollution. In a society of
im and chaos, there doesn't seem to be any standard of right and wrong. A
g citizen recently declared, "What's right is what makes you feel good when
it!" How unfortunate that such a philosophy would be so apparent.

oo

istians we can be thankful that God's Word never changes. It provides us with
li>solutes of life. Our Lord is a holy and a moral being who created the tmi verse
specific standards of right and wrong. As an example, God says that lying is
.g. That means it is always wrong in every place and in every age of history.
says that extramarital or premarital sex is wrong. That means it is always so.
e are just two absolute standards He has established for man's good because He

good.
of people who are atheists and yet they follow many of the moral guidelines
the Bible. They discovered that this is a good way to live. Reports from China
r Cormrunism indicate that there is very little, if any, extramarital or pretal sex. The Red leaders knew that such would be detrimental to the people. An
cle on present-day Cuba indicates that there is very little adultery. The simple
on is that Castro shoots adulterers. Does that mean that he loves God and therewants to obey His laws? No, Castro is more than likely an atheist. But he has
covered that adultery is bad for his people. This is why when the Lord says
thing is right or wrong, it is not only absolute but it is also good for us as
11 as for society in general.
most serious problem faced by the average evangelical Christian is generally not
area of Biblical absolutes. The average sincere child of God usually wants to
the absolute dictates of Scripture. There is difficulty, however, when there
not be specific passages which state definitely whether something is right or
g. For example, as a sincere Christian I may wonder if I should watch "Gtmsmoke"
TV. From Genesis to Revelation I can't find a verse that gives me any dogmatic
dance. We have to realize that a statement like that wouldn't mean anything to
people in the world today, nor certainly 25 years ago, or 25 years hence. The
of God was writ t en for all mankind in all periods of history. There is no way
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we can expect it to give us detailed infonnation on every single little "han
that may be a part of our particular culture.
·
What we have in the Bible are broad principles which can be applied to every a
of our lives. The first principle is folllld in I Corinthians 10:23. Paul decl
"All things are lawful for ire, but all things are not expedient; all things are
lawful for ire, but all things edify not." You see, just because something is
doesn't make it right. We may see homosexual conduct legalized but in the sigh
God, that doesn't make it right. The first thing I should ask is, "Does it edi
From a basic standpoint that means, "Does it build up? Does it tend to make ~
more wholesome individual physically, morally, and spiritually?" We can readil
how this would apply to books and magazines, television programs, questionable
of entertainment .
Another principle is fmmd in I Corinthians 8: 1, "Now as touching things offe
idols, we know that we all have knowledge." Early believers in Corinth had an
ethical problem. There weren't churches in their day as there are in ours.
had pagan idol temples throughout the city. It was the custom of these pagans
take fresh meat and offer it as a sacrifice to their idols. After certain rit
when they left the priest would come in, take the meat and offer it for sale on
open market at a greatly reduced rate. Should Christian believers at Corinth b
that kind of a bargain? They asked the apostle Paul to give them an answer.
explained to them that after all an idol is nothing more than a piece of rock ,
or metal made by a fellow man. There was no spiritual magic that could cont ·
meat. Eating wouldn't make you better, nor abstaining from it make you worse .
apostle reminded them of something else to consider. He urged, "But take heed
by any means this liberty of yours beco:ire a stumbling block to them that are we
This then is the principle, uwherefore if :treat make my brother to offend, I wil
eat no flesh while the world standeth, lest I make my brother to offend" (vs. 1
In everything we do we should always keep in mind, "Will this cause others to
faulter so that they will be hindered in their spiritual developirent?" Even th
something may not be wrong in itself, if it causes so:ireone else to go astray or
be misled, then it is wrong. We can take as our pattern the Lord Jesus Christ
self. His primary thoughts were always for others. This is what love is reall
about.
Another principle is fmmd in I Corinthians 6: 12, ''All things are lawful for roo
I will not be brought llllder the power of any." A literal translation of the st
ment would be, "I will not be enslaved or addicted to anything." As an obvious
point, the Bible never says, "Thou shalt not inject heroin into thy veins." Ye
this principle would certainly cover that situation. This is God's red light t
back off from questionable practices. Notice this says "anything." That means
than what is put into the mouth. Some people are addicted to television, spen
hours in front of it night after night. There is no time to read the Bible, do
church visitation or seek to help others. A Christian is to be temperate in al
things.
Let me give you one final principle which is certainly supreme. It is a safe
for ethical conduct in the area of doubtful things. I Corinthians 10:31, ' 'Whe
therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatever ye do, do all to the glory of God." As
yourself at every turn, "Does what I do enhance the reputation of God?" You,
Christi an , are an offici al representative of the Lord in your cornmllllity. Every
thing you say or do either reflects favorably or unfavorably upon your Savior.
Let 1!le be qui ck to add that Christi.anity is more than just good ethics. It isn'
turning ove r a new l eaf, but rather it's receiving a new life from God. Jesus
i n John 5 : 24, "Verily, verily I say llllto you, he that heareth My Word, and
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done to me. Each of us must learn to live in daily, total commitment to the
dwelling Holy Spir it.
If you are r:ally interest~d in discip~ining your mind then you must also seek t
~orrect the 11:ipu~.
Your IDlnd can be likened to a computer. In terminology whi
is used by ~is industry ti;ey have a tenn, "gigo." This simply means, "garbage
garbage_ out.
They . have discovered that. what. comes out of a computer is a di rec
reflection. of what is allowed to be fed into it. By the same token, if you are
r~ally serious about. go?d rental heal th, you must think on those things which th
Bible ~ells us are fitting and proper. Be careful what you allow tO be fed into
Y?Ur IDlnd by way of the eyes and ears. Don't be naive. You can't r ead filthy
literature, or watch llllwholesome pictures and still have good mental health.
Ano0er practical sugges tion is to keep your mind active. Don't just let your b
go into_ neutral. TI1e old adage is true, "Idle hands are the devil ' s workshop."
c~ easily change the hands to read the mind.
You will have more trouble with 5
f1~h :;md lustful thoughts when you don't have anything to actively engage your
This is ~:>ne . of the reasons for Scripture memorization. David testified, "Thy Ho
have I hid in my heart, that I might not sin against Thee."
Realize that your thought life i s important, and that you are responsible before
Go~ t? think in certain ways.
There is no such thing as "instant rrental health.'
This is all a very gradual, developmental thing. Make sure that you are constan
"walking in the Spirit." In this way you will "not fulfill the lusts of the fle
Learning to walk is a slow, gradual, awkward, and even painful process. Learnt
l~ve in moment-by-moment faith connnitrnent.
Allow the Holy Spirit to overhaul y
IDlnd and thereby transfonn your entire being.
Without question we are living i n times of tragedy. Our world is fast disinteg
We can no longer afford the luxury of just existing. So many seem to have a mis·
conception of what it rreans to s erve God. It cannot be construed as doing God a
favor. It is really the high and holy privilege of having God use us as an inst
~nt in. His hand to accompli sh Hi s e t ernal purposes through us.
Quite frankly,
is nothing any greater or more exciting in all this world than for an individual
be used of the Lord. I t is unfortunate that most Chris tians live drab dull r
existences. The Bible t ells us t h is in a parable Jesus gave about serring t he
At the end of the account (Mat thew 20:1-16) He declares, "Many be called, but£
chosen." Ha.v sad that while many Christians are invited and have the opportlIDi
being used by God, only a few are actually chosen. I don't know about you, but
want to be one of those chos en few!
The ~o~d has cert~n standards of excellence for whid1 He is looking. These
qualities for service are stated i n one simple text in the Bi ble. 'This brings
the main things the Lord is looking for. We read in I Pete r 3: 15, "But sanctify
the Lord God in your heart , and be ready always to give an answer to every man
~ke~h YC:m t~e reason of the hope that is within you, with meeknes s and fear. "
1rnpl1cation is that we are to meet ce r tain condit i ons.
First of all, we are told, "Sancti fy the Lord God in your heart. " 'This refe rs
dedication. This is not just being s epar ated from sin. I t al so includes
separated llllto God. God insists on being nwnber one in your life.
The next thing is readiness. There must be preparation. I remember a man i n rrrf
church whom I thought was one of the upstandi ng p i llars. After the se rvi ce one
Sund~y he asked, "Pastor, would you come by my house the first part of the week?'
I said, "Sure, what's up?" He s heepi shly repli ed, "Well, I was working around
garage Saturday and a little neighbor boy came up asking ire how to. get to he aven
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t 11 him Would you be able to come by and tell that fellow
t know wha~v~~?"e What ~ tragedy~ I wonder, what would you tell a little
he can b~ s This· ma be why God isn't using you. You may not be ready to do the
ghbor boy·
P~ul t old y mmger Timothy, "Study to show thyself approv~d
He has f o r : who needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing_ (or ~ai:dllng)
to God, a~~th" (II Timothy 2:15). Tue word "study'.' rreans '.'to give d~llgence;
Word of
ff t " There are many Christians who sit and listen to Bible sennons
put forth e or ~tudy f or themse lves. One must give diligence on his own.part to
.Y~t thern~~:~tion and then t o put it into practice. When you go to a Bible
siIRllate Stmda school class or church, take with you a notebook to use. Go
ference,write ~at material in your own words. Educat~rs tell us t~at a per~on
~d re t a lecture on any subject may thoroughly enJOY th~ materi~l, but i~
listens ~
notes or make any effort to assimilate the infonnation, he will
doesn't ~rc:n~~f wh at has been said. If you give diligence to stu~y, on the
t 90 /
can remember up to 70 or 80 percent of what has been given. I
han ' youto begin a program of systematic study of the Word of God. Be really
lenge you
.
ff
.
ous about being used of God in an e ecti ve manner.
·t

states

"Be ready always."

This doesn't mean just when you feel

1
n~xt q~i~
has conn~cted with it dependability and faithfuln~ss .. Paul urged,
~t~ uired in stewards that am~ be found faithful" (I Corinthians 4:2). It
't s~y you have to be good-looking, well-educated or talented to be used of
Faithfulness is what colllltS.

t·red of just living a routine Christian life? Listen, friend, God wants to
1
p1ace your life tot a l l y at His disposal~ regard~ess of Y?ur age. Sh?w
Lord
can be collllted on even in the ~ittle things of li~e. I proIDlse
He will begin incre asingly to use you for His glory. What exci te~nt comes
we are being used of God. A million years ~rom now you aren't going to ca:e
what kind of house you lived in, or what kind of c~r ~ou drove, or what kind
othes you wore, or what peop le thought of you. A IDlllion years from now, 11ho~
it will still be i mportant as to how effectively you were used of God.
Arise,
• of God, have done with lesser things!"

you

you ever considered how wonderful it would be if all Christians had a badge by
we could recognize one another ? As a matter of fact, we do have one, as our
declared "A new connnandment I give llllto you, that you love one another; as
loved yo~ that you also love one another. By this shall all men know that
my disciples, if you have love one to ano~her" (John 13: 34, 3~). JU:t after
this new corrnnandment t o His disciples, Christ talked about coffilng again and
ving them to Himself. Therefore, t his exhortation to love one another sho~ld
the conduct of believers between the tirre Jesus leaves us on up to the ~irne
He will return to take us to be with Himself. Sorre people have called this
eleventh corrnnandment." Actually, it is not, but rather is a new commandment.
given to a new group of people: His little children.
lly, to our wes tern minds, love carries a romantic connotation. '!his_is not
cept of Scriptur e. In Ephesians s hU:ban~ are t?ld to love 0eir wives, even
ey do their own bodies. In what sense is this possible? Certainly we don t
en a romantic i nfatuation with our bodies. It rather means that we have_ a
cal concern for our body ' s welfare. As an examp~e, wh:n you ~tuJ:> your big .
don't smother it with kisses ; you put a bandaid on.it. This is the wa~ in
nen are to love their wives: they are to have a practical concern for their
g told to love one another we see a practical concern for those about us·
his first epis t le puts it rather practically, "But whoso hath this W?rld' s
d seeth his brother have need, and shutteth up his bowels of compassion from
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him, how dwelleth the love of God in him? My little children, let us not love
word, neither in tongue, but in deed and in truth'' (I John 3: 17, 18). This is
Paul meant in Ephesians 4: 32, "Be ye kind one to another, tenderhearted, forgi
one another, even as God, for Christ's sake, hath forgiven you." Peter tells
that if we really care about each other it will cover a ITll.lltitude of sins. We
be willing to overlook faults in one another.
The reason for such love and devotion is characterized in the words of our Lor
self. He pointed out, "By this (by a practical demonstration of brotherly lov
shall all men know that ye are lVIy disciples, if you have love one to another."
is the identifying mark or badge. Our credential for service is a heaven-bom
for others. Many times the world stands back in lIDbelief because it fails to
the proper display of spiritual affection. Love is to be the distinguishing
of the Oi.urch. It is not pretentious buildings, bus crusades or aggressive p
Love is the hallmark by which all men will know that we are His disciples. We
contend for the faith, believe in the verbal inspiration of the Scripture, the
gin birth, the Deity of Oi.rist, the Resurrection, but these, good in themselves
not enough. We must show the badge of brotherly love. So often we get our wit
nessing backward. We shove a tract lIDder a person's nose and wonder why he d
listen to us. We have to be ready to show the badge first. I had a friend s
years ago who went into a hospital for an operation. Being successfully conple
she was about ready to be dismissed when her Christian doctor came with a word
appreciation. He explained, "I'm grateful for the way you've conducted yoursel
I try to witness to the other physicians, nurses, and staff, but so often my
hindrance is so-called Christian patients. They come into this hospital with a
Bible llllder one ann and a fistful of tracts under the other. Then they proceed
be the most cantankerous, impossible patients in the entire facility.
This
it very difficult to be a witness for Jesus Christ."

e tremendous effect over your
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The early church flashed its badge of love. They had a tremendous impact upon
generation. They even amazed the pagan world who could only comment, "Ivly, how
· Christians love one another."
Christian, have you answered this command of the Lord? Is your life characteri
by love, or do others only see petty jealousy, pride, self-centeredness, and bi
erings? Some Christian educators have told me that often children from seeming
good Christian homes become indifferent. They see a gap between what is practi
in the home and what is preached in the Church. Could this be true in your f
How can we demonstrate this kind of spiritual love and real concern for one ano
in a practical way? Realize first of all that you can't generate it by self ef
Love is the fruit of the Spirit (Galatians 5: 22). It comes from God, "Herein i
love, not that we love God, but that He loved us" (I John 4: 10) . All love of
quality Ilil1St find its ultimate source in the Lord. Did you realize that Jesus
Christ prayed that you might have this kind of divine love within you? Read
John 17: 26 and you wi 11 see exactly what I me an. Furthennore , this prayer of
has been answered. God's love has been injected into your personality. Notice
what Romans S: S tells us, "And hope maketh not ashamed, because the love of God
shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost which is given llllto us." You canno
produce di vine love, but it can be expressed through your personality by the Ho
Spirit who is now dwelling within you. The more consistently you are in submis
t o Him the more the love fruit of the Spirit will begin to manifest itself in Y
personality.
Externally and objectively we can cooperate with the Holy Spirit. We can use d
actions to change our attitudes toward one another. Have you read Hebrews 10:2
"Provoke one another to love and to good works?" You can't voluntarily change
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By: Dr. Richard McNeely
ievers in Jesus Christ we are exhorted, ''Wherefore, putting aside all malice,
1 guile, and hypocrisies, and envies, and all slander, like newborn babes,
r the pure milk of the Word, that by it you may grow in respect to salva' This second chapter of I Peter, verses one to ten, is really a study in
·sons. This reminds me of the fact that many Christians are like sponges.
take in a great deal of God's Word, but they have to be squeezed to give
• Others are like trees, soaking up great ammmts of moisture and dis.g it to the air. Under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, the apostle uses
descriptions of those who profess to know the Lord. In this passage he rethem as "babes •" Later on he considers them to be "living stones . " Finally,
latter part of the section, they are lmown as "the people of God." It is
ficant that we are related to the Word of God as newborn babes. The comparire isn't to irmnature or "baby" Christians. All believers, regardless of
age spiritually, should have an earnest, life-preserving desire for the Word
• This reminds us of the picture taken from the 42nd Psalm. Here the rehip is uniquely expressed, "As the deer pants for the waterbrooks, so my
pants for thee, 0 God. My soul thirsts for God, for the 1iving God. When
I come and appear before God?" This is to be our sane yearning for the Word
at this longing may be realized, there are certain things we have to lay aside.
we ought to reject has the list headed by all malice. This means any kind of
or evil deed. Malice isn't merely some of the little things we do which may
to be bad, but rather it includes the more gross sins as well. This has to do
really looking at man as he is: intrinsically bad. If each individual carried
1 that he is totally capable of perfonning in wickedness humanly speaking,
world would be far worse than any human mind might consider. Why is it,
"te the fact that we fully lmow the sins we do are worthy of death, yet we go
and corrnni t them. This is why Peter urges us, "Put aside malice." As hers we have the strength to do it because of the power of the indwelling Holy

t.
cond of these four things to put away is translated "guile" in the New
can Standard Version. ·This actually ireans deceitfuln.ess. This is more than
just by itself or somehow trying to falsify. It characterizes deceit in any
• What a very practical word for the day in which we are living. Deceit
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seems to be the habit of life in the political arena . The apostle warns
should never be a par t of our being. Stark contras t is to mark t he life
believer from those in the world. ·
The third thing is that we must get rid of all hypocrisy . This word originally
used for an aCtor. In Peter ' s day, those on the stage wore the masks of those
characters who they sought to represent. Frequently in a perfonnance those i n
theater would wear many such disguises. This is exactly what the word "hYPocrit
DX!ans • It signifies a person who acts two parts . It is a Jekyll and Hyde t yPe
life. While there is a profession of belief there is no real evidence of an ac
possession
of salvation. Too many who attend church are nothing more than Pl ay
acting.
Finally, we are to get rid of all "slander." This has to do with gossiping or
paragement of another. It is too easy to talk about other people, putting them
so as to elevate ourselves. Such talk does not belong in a believer's life. If
is, then it will choke off the effect of a longing for the Word of God.
Having gotten rid of these lmdesirable traits, which are sinful in the sight of
we are to fill the vacuum, so to speak, as we "Long for the pure Word of God as
born babes long for the milk of the mother." Peter reminds us that there is no
deceitfulness in the Scriptures whatsoever. The Bible presents things exactly as
they are. This is how the Lord wants us to see ourselves . The measure or stan
of
excellence
for us toofcompare
is not the life of someone else, but rather the
never
varying standard
God's Word.
In verses three and four, Peter gives us the purpose for all this . We are
"If you have tasted the kindness of the Lord, then come to Him, as lmto a living
stone, rejected by men but choice and precious in the sight of God." You see, t
prirna:ry purpose of Scri pture is to reveal Jesus Christ. Earlier, in the firs t
chapter of his epistle, Peter speaks of the fact that the writers of the Old Tes
ment prophesied beforehand not only the glo:ry of Christ but also the sufferings
then the glo:ry that was yet future. They did not fully understand what they had
written. They sought to know what person or tine the Holy Spirit within them was
indicating as He predicted the sufferings of Christ and the glories to follow . Th
is one reason why we should want to knew and treasure eve:rything there is about
Savior. While men have foolishly rejected Him, as builders might a stone which
haven't desired, yet to us He is truly precious . He is the Living Stone or t he
Stone of Life . Peter makes SODX! comparisons which are very important. Our appr
to the Word of God isn't to be something we nerely read because we feel that it
necessary.
should
ire to study and to meditate upon it because it reveals
Jesus des
Christ.
us the PersonWeof
One connnentator has compared readers of the Word of God to three kinds of eating.
There are SODX! who partake of it as they would castor oil. They know it is use
but they detest the taste . Others face Scripture like they would shredded wheat.
They find it dry but know it 's nourishing. Then, the re are still others who cOllll
the Bible as if it were peaches and cream. They just can ' t get enough of it. M
we be like this last group! Jesus, in Matthew 13, related through parables a
similar situation. He likened the Word of God to four kinds of soil. There was
which was by the wayside, hard- packed earth on the path. Onto such, when the seed
falls, before it can ever take root, the birds of the air (to which He likened
Satan) take away the kernels. Then, sore seed falls among stones and ther e is ve
little gravth due to the limitations of the soil. Some other falls on better gr
but likened to individuals, when tribulation or trial comes, these fall away bee
they have no root in themselves. When seed falls on thorn-choked grolmd, which re
sembles the affairs of this life, as well as the deceitfulness of riches, the eff
of the Word is nearly diminished totally. With such a life the effectiveness of
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be fore the Lord as pries ts, and to do the work for whi· ch He has corrnmssioned
· ·
Us.
. In ~cri~ture we ar: given beautiful "word pictures" as to what the believer in
Christ is really like. One such is fmmd earlier in the chapter where parallel
be:n. drawn to ymn_ig babes and to living stones • Under the ins pi ration of the H~
Spirit we ~re reJTUnded by the apostle , "You are a chosen race, a royal pries th
a ho~y nation, a people for God's own possession. You may proclaim the excell
of Him who has called you out of darkness into His marvelous light. For you -w~~
once not a people, but now you are the people of God. You had not received me
but now you have received irercy." This all refers to our relationship to the ~·
ness of God. We can be supremely thankful for this assured fact. Behind all 0 ~
this there is al so a di vine purpose .
Notice first of all that we are called "an elect race." This i s taken from the
Testairent and was applied to the p:ople of Israel (Deuteronomy 10: 15) • Having
sponded. to the Gospel of Jesus CI:rist we were actually chosen by Him before the
four:dation of t~e world. According to Biblical truth the choosing is all of Go~
It i~n't som:thing we do ourselves. David testified, "The earth is the Lord' s
all it contains , the . world. and those who dwell in it , for He has founded it upon
the seas, ~d es tabli~hed it upon the rivers." The Psal mist rightly asks, ""Who
may ascend rnto the hill of the Lord, and who may stand in his holy place? He
who has clean hands and a pure heart, who has not lifted up his soul to fals eho
ai:id has not sworn deceitfully, He shall receive a bles sing from the Lord and
righte?usness from the God of his salvation. This i s the gener ation of those wh
seek him, who seek thy face." God has chosen those to come i nto His presence wh
have clean hands and pure hearts. This is to be the mark of the believer in Jes
Christ as well.
The second t i tle given to us i s of bei ng a "kingdom of priests . " I parti cularly
the term " a royal priesthood." It gives us an idea of all our worth. We aren' t
just the basest sort of people because we have cone to know Jesus Christ. He h
elevated us to a very high pos i tion. In the Old Testament the priesthood cert ·
wasn ' t somethi ng to be despised. I t was a created order of God. The Lord brou
it in~o exist~n~e ~o give t~e people of Israel a clear concept of His ideas of
1f!Orship, prop1tiat1on for sin and restoration to fellowship.
.The priests spoke
in the N:w Testairent were those who possessed great prestige. When they spoke
peo~le listened. God refers to us as priests . This is true of every believer ·
Christ. One of the great truths recovered in the Reformation was that there is
special priesthood for those who know Jesus Christ.
There is srnrething else which is remarkable . We are also a royal priesthood.
has reference to our excellency . Have you ever thought of yourself as a :rrember
royalty? So mai:iy ~i~s we Christians shuffle around, acti ng as i f we were the
basest sort of individuals . We should realize the great tradition God has given
us through Hi s Son .
As r oyal pr iests we should be very conscious of our consecr ation. In Israel t he
were re~ea~ed washin~s involve~ in the consecrat ion of the pri es ts . There was
th: anointing of their. heads w1th ve ry costly oil . There were special gannents
whu n had t o be worn with the at tendant special ceremonies. All of these steps
were extreme l y i mpor tant. Keep in mind that consecration di dn ' t make a priest.
came first by the call or appointment.
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into His matchless light? One of ~he.first acts of God, accordil_lg
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1 3 i s that He took light and brought it into a darkened earth. Seern~
~:s~~vided the light from the darkness, the Bible say~ that God decreed that it
d
In the fifth chapter of Ephesians Paul reminds us that we are not to
ve~ cJ!~~~ss any longer but instead we are to walk as <:hil~ren of light. The
compares the life of one who is an llllbeli~ver as gropmg in utter darlmess,
no idea of the proper direction, stum~lin~ as he goes £:om place to.plac~,_
1~ to find any evidence of life. True life is only ~oun~ in Jes1:15 Christ Him
th L. ght of the world. This is why John could write in the first chapter of
firs~ e~istle " If we walk in the light as He is in the light, we have fello"!one with another, and the blood of Jesus Christ, G?d's Son, k~eps on cleansing
from all sin." This becomes the reason for our showing forth His excellency.
section of Scr ipture is closed with a quotation fr<;>rn Hosea, "For ye were not a
le, but are now the people of God; who had not received mercy but now have red rercy" (I Peter 2: 10). Hosea had been cormnanded by God to mar~ a woman who
a prostitute. He obeyed the Lord and from this re~ationship there issued two
ren. God gave very specific directions about their I_larnes. One was to be
d ''iJo People," the other, "No Mercy." Through a series of events Hosea watche d
ife depart and go to other lovers. Finally she ended up on the slave mc:-rke t.
told Hosea again to go and buy her out of this place of bondage • . The f aithful
t obeyed. Aft er this he was corrnnanded, "Love her." Out ?f tlns mc:-rvelo1;15
ionship God Himself established there came a change also in the children s
• New they were "People" and "Those upon whom God ~ad shown mercy·" Perhaps
u read these l ines you are aware of the darkness which has surrotmded your own
• Have you been related to God or is your name "No People"; "No Mercy"? That
all be changed today by a response to the Light of the world, Jesus ~nst. He
d is the One who has called us out of darkness into His marvelous light. Dare
anything l ess than speak forth His great excellency?
stle Peter concluded his discussion of salvation in I Peter 2: 10 ·

':!he. general

t of ~is message is to point out that even amid _persecutions and afflictions?

The priest's ministry was ve ry i mportant. He was the one who represented God to
peopl e . 1he Lord revealed very specifically the way the peopl e's s i ns were to
handled. As God 's representative , the priest was als o to be a man of the people
The book of Hebrews refers to them as being chosen from among rren even as i t
the comparis on t o the great High Priest, Jesus Chri st Himself.
'
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vat1on always remains unaffected by outward circumstances. How wonderful is
fidence that we are guarded (or kept) by the power of God (I Peter 1:5) . .
g with chapter z verse 11 the apostle turns to a very troublesome question.
ai ever wondered ' "How does ' a believer respond to th ose wh o persecut e him?''
·

'
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Some ~eel we s~ould fight ~ack •. Others hold that even stronger rebellion or de
strations are in order. Historians record similar reactions to these experi
preser:t d1:1ring the days of the Roman authority. Josephus, for example, reco~~~s
the_ time in Jerusa~em when over 14,000 people were killed as a result of a r iot
against the. Romc:m intruders. . Many ~old to the other extreme declaring that beli
should remain silent. Here. in America! :pr?tected as we are in our worship, suche
probleJ?S may s~em. to be a ~st~t possibility. Peter begins his exhortation b
stress~ng subrrussrnr:. Fulfilling God's wishes .we are to "abstain from flesh1/
lusts.
Such pr~cti~e a~lows no degrees. It is not a half involveirent. One h
dred percent dedication is required.
unDr. V~ce Havner spoke to the Biola student body several years ago on the sub·
"Getting ~sed to the Dark." The P?int of his sermon was that we haven't tum~~ct
out the light of the Wo:d of God, ir:st~ad we have irerely tuTI1ed it down to make i
more ~spectable. . In his characteristic manner he spoke of going into a res taur
fumbl~ng and mumbling because of how dark it was. Finally his friend remarked "
doesn t take long to get used to the dark does it?" The point Dr Havner mad'
that today ~e a:en't hiding our light und~r a bushel or tmder a bed, instead
rrerely ~urning it down. Some would seek to apply Paul's exhortation "Let y
mode:ation be known llll~O a~l men." Of course, the real meaning of that pass~~~
noth:ng at all to d? with involvement in questionable fleshly activities. The~
American St~dard Bible tr~sla~es the verse, "Let your forebearing spirit be kn
to ~11 rren •. The New English Bible reads, "Let your magnanimity be manifest to
Scrip~ure llllifo:mly_condemns the activities of the flesh. Total abstinence from
them is that which is pleasing to God.

w:

There ~s also a doct:ine of Christian separation taught in this verse. Separati
from sin and separation llllto God. The two must always go together. They cannot
stand. alone. Many passages in the Bible warn us of these "fleshly lusts." In
Ga~atians 5:19-21 we are forthrightly reminded, "Now the deeds of the flesh are
evi~ent,_which are: irrnnorality, impurity, sensuality, idolatry, sorcery, enmi tie
strife, Jealousy, outbursts of anger, disputes, dissensions factions envyings
dnmkenness, carousings, and things like these."
'
'
'
A number of years ago soire young friends of mine moved into a house located in a
rural ~rec:. '!he property included a small barn which had been used to house chi
The building itself was llllsightly and one can imagine the dirt and filth which h
accumulated tJ:ere. My friends, however, had an idea. They needed soire extra r
so they feverishly set t? work cleaning out that old building. Parts of it were
placed, a new floor was installed, windows were set into the building and s ever
co~ts of paint were. applied. The floors were even carpeted. They didn't simply
paint over th~ rubbish and trash, nor did they invite chickens to corre back in.
threw everything out that was offensive. This is exactly what God desires for
The:e are thre~ reasons sugges~ed by Peter as to why we should discipline our be
havior. The first has to do with the position in Christ we have as believers.
refers to us as being "aliens and strangers." The first term describes those wh
have no ran~ or legal status. They are merely sojourners. As children of God
course of life on earth is simply a pilgrimage. You remerriber Abraham of whom th
bo?k of.Hebrews tell~ us, ''When.hew~ called, he obeyed by going out to a place
wh~ch ~e was to receive fc;:>r an inhe:i tm:ce." This was all by faith. He lived
al~en in the land of p:orruse, dw'elhng in tents with Isaac and Jacob, his fe llc:M
heirs to the s~ p:orruse. Many of us have never captured the concept of what i
means to be a pilgrim.
A few years ago, as we were worshipping in a midwestem church we came to l ove
of the dearest brothers in tha~ congregation. He was rather w~ll-to-do, and eve
year secured a brand new car with the deluxe model selected. One SlIDday morning
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arrived at church, there was another family wh? pulled up at the sarre time.
1
families all seerred to converge in the parking lot at that one moment.
'lhe .Jiee man got out of his car and surveyed the new automobile , remarking to the
The ~ erer "That's a pretty fancy chariot for a pilgrim to be ~riving!" Well, the
prou ~o bought the new car was so sensitive to things like this that he took the
fellOWb~le back in and exchanged it for one that didn't have all of the deluxe
aut?m~~t. I suppose he felt sorrewhat· convicted about his possession as. simply an
equip 1 ilgrim. The other tenn, "strangers," emphasizes that a person is. a.
.
earth y ~ resident only. Peter shares with the apostle Paul the great anticipatl?n
tempbo:a home in the presence of the Lord, "Our citizenship is in heaven, from which
of
·
·
"
al.SOemg
we eagerly wait for the Savior,
the Lord Jesus Ch nst.

we a~

eter isn't concerned only with our place as believers but also ~e suggests a
p
d reason for abstinence from fleshly lusts. It has been said that the flesh is
second servant but a very poor master. James traces the career of lust as he
a~~ 5 "Each one is tempted when he is carried away by his own lust. Th~n wh~n
:teh~ conceived, it gives birth to sin; and when sin is c:iccomplishe~, it brings
forth death" (James 1:14, 15). Peter speaks ?f lust ~ wa~ing w~r against 0e soul.
'lhis isn't just one battle, but rather an entire campaign including ?oth gains and
l~ses. The apostle John spoke of the ~oly allianc;:e of hthrbee ~nemies :Wthe worldt,
the flesh, and the devil. They are set in array a~ainst t_e e iever.
e are no
be ignorant of the devil's devices. The flesh. is foca~ize~ here as our enemy.
J,u.5t can prey upon our lives and minds until we finally give in. Thank God, tJ:ere
JS a solution. The same kind of concept is given by !he apostle ~ohn as he wri~es,
am writing to you, little children, because your sins are f?rgiven you for His
ane' 5 sake. I am writing to you, fathers , because you know Ihm who has been fr?m
the begiMing. I am writing to you, ymmg men, because you have overcome the :vil
e. I have written to you, children, because you know the FatJ:er: I have written
to you, fathers, because you know Him who has been from the beginning. I _have.
"tten to you, yolfilg mm, because you are strong, and the ~ord of ~od abides in YC:m,
aid you have overcome the evil one" (~John 2:12-14). The_ fi¥ht against the flesh is
ally overcome in the same way the fight agarnst the devil is won. We IIUJSt put all
these things in subjection to what. the _Word of Go~ tells us. The Y?llllg man
ntioned by John isn't rrerely young in h~s ~ge. This spe~s.of the vibrance,
· c and vitality of youthfulness as it is looked at spin tually. A yollllg man
iritu~lly is one who is discerning when it comes to his use of the Word of God.

1

third reason why the believer should abstain from fle~hly lusts is c::ouched i~
se words, "Keep your behavior excellent among the Gentiles, so that in the tlnng
which they slander you as evildoers, they may on accollllt of your good dee?s, as
observe them glorify God in the day of visitation" (I Peter 2: 12). This conders the concept of good conduct. The Greeks had two _words which they use~ for
•" One looked at that which was internal. The thing was good because it was
right thing to do. It didn't matter how it appear:d on the ?uts~de: P~ter
es still another word at this point. The good here is that which in its Judgment
d appear good even among those who are the enemies of the Gospel. In essence
tells us, "Kee~ an excellent behavior among the Gentiles so that they may take
ount of this in the day in which God visits them."
re are two kinds of responses that tmbelievers can. bring. One is th<:tt they ~ght
der Christians as evildoers. Often we hear of this. In Iron Curtain countries,
ristians are spoken of as evildoers because they are standing against the regiire
~e philosophy of Connmmism. On the other han~, so~ of us have been spoken
t as evildoers because of the stand for Christ which we have taken. In the
ly church there were all kinds of attacks made upon believers. Some were accused
tannibalism. Others were said to have been engaged in all kinds of inmoral
tices. The problem was that those on the outside misunderstood the truths of
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Scripture. In most occasions, however, it was blasphemy and reviling of the go
behavior and life of the believers . The great purpose to which God has called Us
that of showing forth His excellency, glorifying Him in all that we do and say.
In our Christian walk of faith, submission is an important word. The apostle Pe
reminds us, "Submit yourselves for the Lord's sake to every hlllllan institution
whether to a king as the one in authority, or to governors as s ent by him for' the
plillishment of evildoers and the praise of those who do right. For such is the ,.,of God that by doing right you may silence the ignorance of foolish men. Act as
free iren, and do not use your freedom as a covering for evil, but use it as bond..
slaves of God. Honor all iren; love the brotherhood, fear God, honor the king"
(I Peter 2 :13-17). Actually the tenn is a military word. It ireans "to rank un
It is a matter of orderliness the Lord is talking about here. We as citizens of
nation are not those who should nm roughshod over the laws of the land. Instead
we are to submit ourselves to them. Notice that we are to rank LIDder eve:ry crea
of man. This is not something in which we make selections. There are limitatio
The purpose for this is "for the Lord's sake." We as citizens should show forth
Christianity and thereby reveal the excellencies of Jesus Christ. One of the gre
characteristics about our Lord is that He never broke a law. While he was accus
breaking with tradition, He never went beyond the stated established laws.
The question then comes, "Do we have to obey an evil ruler?" Peter knew of one
the most dangerous of all of the Roman emperors. This was Nero himself. Note
all inclusive words , "Whether to the king as supreme, we are to submit ourselves
every ordinance that is brought by him." This also includes his underlings who ·
the apostle's day were known as governors. The responsibility of authority i s to
reward those who do well and also to pLIDish those who do evil (v. 14). Peter is
more concerned here with praise toward those who are doing the right thing t han
is with just having deeds that might appear to be good ones. It is interes ting
he doesn't spell out the responsibility of authority. Of course, anyone who is ·
authority must be careful about the matter of justice toward all.
The reason for this exhortation is that it is God's will (v. 15). The Lord' s des
is submission on the part of believers. We are to be "lITlder authority." There ·
purposefulness in all of God's willing. He desires here that we might shut the
mouths of those who would accuse us of being evildoers. It is the same as we saw
verse 12 of this chapter.
Peter moves on to declare, "Act as free men, and do not use your freedom as a co
ing for evil, but use it as bondslaves of God" (2:16). So many times we us e the
freedom we have in Christ for wrong ends. Bondslavery to Jesus Christ isn' t sone
thing that gives us the right to live above any laws we may want to cast aside .
the early church there were some who said that no longer were they LIDder the Law.
They felt they were free to do anything. Some of them were given to great exces
even in the matter of innnorali ty. Anytime one talks about law, there are those
will accuse him of being a "legalist." Jesus Christ Himself used the Law i n a ~
applicable and wonderful way. When the rich yolITlg ruler came to the Lord, kneel
before Him in a quest for eternal life, the first thing the Savior faced him with
was the Law. The yolITlg man confinned, "All these things have I observed from my
youth." Jesus detected in him a very honest answer. Yet, there was one thing he
lacked. He was covetous. He wanted to hang on to all the things he had accumula
We as believers aren't illlder the Law • That is , we don't come 1.Jnder its curs es as
far as our lives are concerned. The Law gives us a good picture of the holiness
God. Peter's thrust throughout his epistle is that we might be confonned into th
image of Jesus Christ of Whom it was said that He always did those things which
pleased His Father.
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REVElJa\.ftO~I
By: Dr. Lloyd T. Anderson
.e 10th chapter of our study in Revelation we see the Angel who will come down
heaven, clothed with a cloud with a rainbow on His head. The description is
His face is like the Sl.ID and His feet like pillars of fire. lie holds the small
book. John, under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, declares, "And the voice
I heard from heaven spoke l.IDto rre again, and said, 'Go and take the little
which is open in the hand of the Angel who standeth upon the sea and upon the
. ' And I went unto the Angel, and said unto him, Give rre the little scroll.
.e said lfilto rre, Take it, and eat it up; and it shall make thy belly bitter,
"t shall be in thy mouth sweet as honey" (vs. 8, 9). This is obviously the
of God telling the apostle to eat the little book. We rerrember earlier the
.et Jeremiah observed, "Thy words were foW1d, and I did eat them, and thy word
Wlto me the joy and rejoicing of mine heart; for I am called by thy name, 0
God of hosts" (Jeremiah 15: 16). While he didn't literally eat the words as
ould a piece of bread and butter, the idea is that he mastered the message of
truth and applied it to his life. The Psalmist likewise observed, "Ilow sweet
thy words lfilto my taste! Yea, sweeter than honey to my mouth. Through thy
pts I get l.IDderstanding; therefore, I hate every false way" (ll9:103, 104).
corronand to John actually means that he is to l.IDders tand the contents of the
, making any necessary applications to his own life. There is bitterness which
ts thereby. Many people study prophecy en thus ias tically lIDtil they find out
plies directly to their own lives, making certain demands on tJ1em personally.
they begin to lose interest and events in the future virtually become very
r to them. It is sweet to read about the coming of Christ when He is going to
everything right upon the earth. It is sweet to see that in the end God is
.g to be completely victorious.
the final judgments are about to be poured out before Christ's kingdom is estab1ed, John sees what it will cost the world as well as the nation of Israel. This
tless causes the prophecy to become bitter. TI1ere arc often sweet and bitter
cts to many areas of the Christian life. God's plan of redemption has been made
aven. It is wonderful and beautiful, but the results of rejecting the Truth are
ndously bitter. As children of God we know the sweetness of not having wasted
·ears without serving the Lord. Having been given the message of judgment and
tion John must now preach these truths to everybody, great and small. Certain.e worst is yet ahead when it corres to the judgments of God in the book of
ation. This is what became bitter to the apostle John.
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With the smmding of the seventh tnmpet, the bowls of God's wrath are poured oU
upon the earth. These seven bowls have never been equaled by man, whose selfdestniction is seen in the seals already studied. Never forget that God's wrath
just as deep as His love • Because His grace has been so great, His judgment Will
be just as great among those who reject His love (John 3:36).
As a tremendous responsibility is laid on the apostle John, recorded in Revelati

chapter 10, so a tremendous responsibility has also been laid upon you and ne as
well. God said to Ezekiel, ''When I say !Hlto the wicked, Thou shalt surely die;
thou givest him not wam:ing, nor speakest to wam the wicked from his wicked way
to save his life, the same wicked man shall die in his iniquity; but his blood /
I require at thine hand. Yet if thou warn the wicked and he turns not from his1
wickedness, nor from his wicked way, he shall die in his iniquity; but thou hast
delivered thy soul. Again, when a righteous man doth tum from his righteousness
and connni ts iniquity, and I lay a s turnb ling block before him, he shall die; bee
thou hast not given him warning, he shall die in his sin, and his righteousness
which he hath done shall not be remeniiered; but his blood will I require at t hine
hand. Nevertheless, if thou warn the righteous man, that the righteous sin not,
he doth not sin, he shall surely Ii ve , because you have warned him; also thou has
delivered thy soul" (Ezekiel 3:18-21). It may be costly but certainly it is important to speak a good word on behalf of the Lord. Have you ever placed your f
in Jesus Christ as the Son of God to become your Savior? If not, then you have
never passed from death llllto life. You will come into condemnation. If, however
you trust in Him, accepting Christ as your own personal Savior, then you have the
promise of John 5 :24 that you will pass from spiritual death to spiritual life ,
never come l.mder the judgment of God. Remember, the message of God is sweet because the Lord loved the world so nrn:h that He gave Jesus Christ to die for each
us. It is also a bitter message for those who reject it having to face the condenmation, judgment, and wrath that is ahead. If you have never been saved, ac
Jesus Christ as your Savior just now by faith!
Many of the passages in the book of Revelation have been difficult for some peopl
to !Hlders tand. This usually results in the problem of not accepting a literal in
te:rpretation of the tnith, placing any synIDolic language in its proper perspecti
In coming to the 11th chapter there has been confusion regarding the primaiy
stnicture located in Jerusalem. Some Bible teachers have said that the temple is
merely used figuratively for the faithful renmant of the Church of Jesus Christ.
Another writer declares that the command is given to John for the measurements so
that attention may be drawn to the size of the Church. Another believes that the
altar is the Churdt. Still others hold such views that the holy city is always
type of the Church, and that the Two Witnesses in Revelation 11 represent the el
Church of God, enIDracing both Jew and Gentile. It has also been said that the de
of the Two Witnesses is the fate of the Church, as pictured in the life of Jesus.
Christ. There are some who hold that the elders who worship God after the som
of the seventh tnmpet constitute the Church. To all of these Bible commentators
evezy different expression, evezy delineation, and every symbol is indicative of
Church. In actuality, to force everything to irean the same thing is to lose all
opport!Hlity to listen to the mind of the Holy Spirit. We nrust look at this
.
Scripture, as with all others, in light of what God has already written. In this
way we can see what the Lord Himself has wondrously revealed.
The first thing to notice is that we are distinctly upon Jewish gro!Hld. There is
hint here whatsoever to the Church. Believers from the age of grace have al ready
been with the Lord since chapter 4 of Revelation. Notice verse 8, "Their dead b
shall lie in the street of the great city, which spiritually (or synholically).1S
called Sodom and Egypt." John tells us specifically, "I am referring to the city
where our Lord was cnicified." This niles out the fact that the Church is seen~
all in Revelation ll. Our Lord wasn't cnicified in Damascus, Thebes, Gaza, Phil1

He was put to death by wicked men outside the walls of Jerusalem.
.
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see if its religion will meet all the qualifications. Interestingly, only the .
tenple is to be neasured. The outer court, which could be frequented by the Gen
or any wclean person, was not to be considered. God is especially concerned Wi
llis people Israel at this point. He begins to deal with them again in a very di
way.
Of course, Israel's previous tenples have all been destroyed. Solomon's te~Je
cTIIShed in 586 B. C. when Nebuchadnezzar and his annies plundered the city of
Jerusalem. The temple was rebuilt wder Zerubbabel 's leadership after the chil
of Israel returned from their Babylonian captivity. Then Herod the Great enlarg
and beautified this structure about 20 B. C. It was this reconstruction work w
was taking place during the tine of Christ. The efforts were not completed llllti
armmd 64 A. D. When the Romans destroyed Jerusalem in 70 A. D. , however, the
terrple again was brought to ruins. The apostle John, under the inspiration of
Holy Spirit, wrote the book of Revelation about 90 A. D. This would be 20 years
after Herod's temple was destroyed. At this time most Israelites had prob ab 1y
sidered all hope gone since the religious symbol of their nation no longer exis
Those acquainted with the prophecy of Hose a 3: 4, S could still have a hope, "For
the children of Israel shall abide many days without a king, and without a prin
and without a sacrifice, and without an image, and without an ephod, and without
terraphim; Afterward shall the children of Israel return and seek the Lord, thei
God,
days."and David, their king, and shall fear the Lord and his goodness in the lat
Luke 21: 24 mentions the "ti:rnes of the Gentiles" in relationship to these future
days. This prophetic period extends from when Nebuchadnezzar first plundered
Jerusalem in 606 B. C. and will continue until the end of the Tribulation when
Lord Jesus Christ cOires back to put an end to Gentile govemirent, establishing
own kingdom over this world. God tells John literally to "cast out" the court
his neasurement. This indicates that the area will not belong to the Jewish pe
until the Savior returns to the earth at the end of the Tribulation. Daniel has
already prophesied the culmination of Gentile rulership (Daniel 7:9).
Many people today are concerned about the rebuilding of the temple in Jerus alem,
Certainly the Jewish people will worship as they please for three and a half ye
until the middle of the 70th week of the book of Daniel. At that time Antichris
bre.aks his covenant with Israel, forcing all iren to worship him. The angel Gab
told Daniel to prophesy this (Daniel 9: 27). The expression, "the abomination o
desolation," used by both Daniel and our Lord in Matthew 24, is when Antichrist
set hiill5elf up in the temple to be worshipped by Jews and Genti les alike the wo
over. We are not left to wonder when, during the seven years of Tribulation,
is going to happen. In describing the Antichrist, Revelation 13:5 points out,
"There was given llllto him a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies, and p
was given llllto him to continue forty and two months." Now, forty-two months is
three and one-half years which is just exactly one- half of the tribulational pe
It is during the first three and a half years that the terrple will be rebuilt
the 144,000 Jews sealed. Therefore , it is evident that God i s beginning to wo
with Israel once again when we come to Revelation 11. The times of the Gentile
fast nmning out.
The presentati on of the Two Witnesses shall appear during the hour of Great Tri
tion . This, of course, will be after the Church of JesUs Christ has been take~
to be with the Lord. As we study these first 13 verses we nrust be impress ed Wl
fact that never were there Two Witnesses like these. They have a capacity and
beyond anything thi s world has ever seen. God does with them what He has never
with any other prophet or preacher in all the vast chronicles of mankind. They
are able, llllti l their witness is finished and the ti:rne comes for them to be ma
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Testament. They are actual personages. They have mouths ; they are heard and
handled and hated. After they die, John sees their dead bodies (11: 9) . By no
stretch of the imagination can we ever regard these witnesses as anything else
real persons. In the New Testament the word "witness" as a noLID always refe rs
a person who testifies to what he has seen, heard or known. These witnesses wea
clothing of sackcloth, a word which is used for a garment worn when one is expre
ing mourning or declaring his need for repentance (Matthew 11: 21) . These Two Wi
nesses are called the two olive trees and the two candlesticks standing before
God of the earth (11:4).
What John saw here is explained in Zechariah's vision
fifth chapters of that Old Testament book. The two olive trees represented two
dividual people, Joshua and ZerubbabeI. They were nen who had enjoined upon the
a position of responsibility. They are also irentioned by the prophet Haggai as
standing together in a LIDited witness for God (Haggai 1:1; 2:23). So, the phra
"two olive trees" in Revelation 11 really ireans two individual persons or human
beings.
Without question they are individuals who prophesy. The Lord calls them ''My two
witnesses" (v. 3), meaning they are forthtellers of Christ and His ressage. The
preach to iren on the earth God's message sent down from heaven. Mly there were
might be because both the Law and the Gospel, whether it's the gospel of grace o
the gospel of the kingdom, are established by at least two witnesses
(Deuteronomy 17:6; 19:15).
There have been many divergent views as to who these men actually are.
students agree that these two are real persons and believe that one of them migh
be Elijah. First of all, Elijah did not experience physical death (II Kings 2 :9·
Then, too, in Hebrews 9: 2 7 it tells us, "And as it is appointed LID to men once to
Now this Old Testament prophet could return and experience death as the Two Witnesses will eventually do. It is also predicted in Malad1i 3:1-3 and 4:5, 6 that
Elijah would appear on the earth to prepare the way for the Lord's Second Coming.
We see, too, that the witnesses are given power to perform the smre miracle Elij
performed, namely withholding rain from the earth for the space of three and one
half years (I Kings 17:1).
There are also those who hold that John the Baptist was the individual who fulf
all that was predicted of Elijah by the Lord Jesus. This objection is based upon
clear statement of Christ in Matthew 11: 14 and 17: 12 that John the Baptist was
Elijah of prophecy. Remember Christ's statements that John the Baptist was Elij
were based upon a contingency, namely, "If ye will receive it." He was refe rrin
Israel's Kingdom. This the people rejected. Therefore, John the Baptist i s excluded from being the one to fulfill prophecy. The Bible doesn't say that J ohn
Baptist would be Elijah. It simply states that he would go forth in the spirit .
po.ver of the old prophet as he foretold the coming of the Savior. John the Bapt
also denied that he was Elijah (John 1:21). We take the Scripture in Malachi to
very 1i teral: Elijah means Elijah (Malachi 4: 5).
Personally, I have always believed in Ilo/ own study of Revelation 11 that one of
Two Witnesses in all possibility may be the prophet Elijah. ConceTI1ing the other
witness, I'm not so sure. Some Bible teachers believe him to be Enoch because
faithful saint lived before the flood and didn't experience personal death as we
know it. In this he was like Elijah. Like Elijah, too, Enoch was a prophet o~
judgment. Such is consistent with the ministry of the Two Witnesses recorded in
Revelation 11. The fact is, no one knows who this second one might be.
These Two Witnesses have a supernatural power to defend themselves by sending fo
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ward off all the attacks of the enemy
.
God pennits them then to be
o W~tnes ses in Revel':lt~on 11 are abl~ to . )
11
then testimony is finished (Revelation
·7 •
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killed by the beast who ascends out of the bottomless pit. This appears to be a
very temporary victory of darkness over Hght. It may be hard to understand why
God pennits this to take place. But the Lord is omnipotent and omniscient. He
alone knows the end from the begim1ing. The fact that the beast is able to kill
Two Witnesses proves that they are mortal beings. They aren't just representati
of some movement of the time .
After the Two Witnesses' lives have been taken, the apostle John is told, "And the
dead bodies shall lie in the street of the great city, which spiritually is calle
Sodom and Egypt, where also our Lord was crucified" (11: 8) • This, of course, is
£erring to Jerusalem. All that is done to the Two Witnesses during the Tribulati
reveals the cruel barbarianism of unsaved and lillregenerated man and woman. Such
violence is ever present today. Even on the American scene we find it reaching d
into the grade school levels. Jeremiah pointed out that the heart of the uns aved
man is "deceitful above all things and desperately wicked" (17:9). There are pla
today where this barbarianism has broken through the culture of the times. During
the Tribulation, the wickedness of man's heart will be given its free course.
The entire world will be able to see the bodies of these Two Witnesses. 'Ihrough
means as modeni television, infonnation and pictures of these Two Witnesses are
to be flashed around the world to everybody who has a means of connnunicating . Th
will be three and a half days lying dead in the streets of Jerusalem. They also
fuse burial for these bodies (Revelation 11 :9), and don't allow them to be put in
the grave.
The response of the peoples of the world after viewing the bodies is that they re
j oice over them and make merry. And they send gifts to one another because these
two prophets are deceased (Revelation 11: 10) • The depraved world has a depraved
Christmas, if you please, because they give gifts to one another when they see
these Two Witnesses of God are now out of the way. Incidentally, this is the onl
mention of rejoicing on the earth during the whole Tribulation period. These Two
Witnesses dared to expose the sins of the world. Righteous men are always a to
to a wicked generation. Wicked ren love to sin, but they do not want their s ins
posed. Even though a witness to the truth can be silenced by death, this does
destroy the truth that has been annolillced. When Christ was hanging on the cross,
the self-righteous scribes and Pharisees rejoiced that they had now put Hira out o
the way. Their joy lasted only three days since He arose from the grave. And
the apostle Paul was put in prison to be beheaded there was great rejoicing on
part of those who hated him. Before he was martyred he wrote his great epistles
the New Testament contained in Scripture. How utterly foolish ren are to th ink
they can escape punishment by killing those who tell them of coming judgment.
Lord Jesus Christ said, "Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my word shall not
pass away" (Matthew 24: 35). One of the truths that will never pass away is, "It
appointed unto man once to die, but after this the judgment" (Hebrews 9: 27).
We must remember, as far as the Two Witnesses are concerned, God is not defe ated,
verse 11 says, "And after three days and a half the spirit of life from God ente
into them, and they stood upon their feet, and great fear fell upon them who saw
them." Imagine the whole world in jubilation over the deaths of the Two Witnesse
Then, God suddenly intervenes and abruptly ends their rejoicing. What a spect~cl
it is as television cameras or other electronic devices are focused on the b odies
these two prophets. 1his is the greatest news scoop of the ages. 1hose who th
they had escaped plillishment by destroying the Two Witnesses are now filled with a
tremendous fear.
·
After the Two Witnesses are brought back to life, "They heard a great voice fro~
heaven saying lll1to them, Come up here. And they ascended up to heaven in a clo

.

enemies beheld them as they went up" (Revelation 11: 12).

Notice es-

. th~ir that the voice which is heard isn't that of a television announcer.

It

cial Y rres down from heaven as the two are ushered into the presence of the

:th~r~o loIY of God.

The world will realize that th~re is a ~re~ter p~er t~an

kltli
Xntichris t who rules over the earth at that time. Christ s enemies did
n eeeHis ascension, nor will the unsaved see the Rapture of the Church when be-

rs are suddenly taken into the presence of the Lord. God allows the p~ople of
eve ·bulational hour to see the resurrection and ascension of these Tw? Witnesses
~~~ no doubt is left in their minds as. to what has haJ?p~ned. ~hey will ?nly be
le to contemplate this event, seeing ~hei: need o~ receiving Christ as Savior.
it is we once again see that even in times of Judgment God rerembers rercy,
ending inimitable and wonderful grace.
5

.t

·

intriguing to consider the Two Witnesses spoken of in the 11th cl:apter of
They are unlike anything recorded on the pages of human his ~ory. The
·ncible, impregnable power by which they testify_ to the t:uth of God i~ absolutely
tcnishing. What happened to them is no less amazing. Scripture makes it crystal
ar that they will be given power to prophesy for a thousand, ~o ~undred and
score days. They will be clothed in sackcloth. Such covering is a ve:r heavy,
e garment woven out of camel's or goat~ s hair. It was won:- by the ancient
les as a sign of sorrow and great mourning. ~en the Two lYi tnesses, therefore,
d in such apparel they become a symbol of national, worldvnde, personal mourn• The day is evil and the times are filled with sorrow.
15

put on sackcloth when his sons came to report their brother's supposed d~ath by
animals. David, likewise, when he heard of the cruel JIRlrder of the captain of
army, Abner, ripped his clothes and put on sackcloth as he mou:ned. Wh~n
acherib moved into Israel to conquer the land he called upon King Hezekiah to
up and surrender. Hezekiah, with a heavy heart, went up into t~e house of the
and clothed himself in sackcloth, seeking God's help. When Daniel cam~ to c?nthe sins of Judah he came clothed in sackcloth. In the days of the Tribulation,
earth will be filled with sorrow and evil; the nations are blaspheming God.
e Two Witnesses stand in sackcloth faithfully declaring the judgment of Almighty
• This would be an indescribable scene of agony and despair were it not for God's
ive purpose in human history.
Bible further describes these two prophets by pointing out,""These are two ?liye
, and two lampstands standing before the God of the earth~
We read of this. in
vision of the prophet Zechariah, who spoke of the restoration of the people with
hope and a new day. He saw Joshua the high priest standing ~efor~ the angel ?f
Lord. He also saw the devil standing at his right hand to resist him. Joshua is
ed with filthy gannents, signifying th~t although he_was a high priest? he is
1 mortal sinful and depraved. Satan is there to point out to the Alilllghty the
"ty i n the high' priest's heart and life. The Lord says to His ange~, "Take
the filthy gannents from the priest, and give him a change of clothing'.'
ariah 3:4). In the fourth chapter we read of the second lampstand, which repts national civil obedience. The angel asks, "What do you see?" Zechariah re, "A candlestick a candelabra a seven-branched lampstand with all of its
"ts and multitudi~ous burners ~d by their side and on the other I see the olive
' (Zechariah 4: 2) • Oil pours from the olive trees into the lampstands and then
the beautiful candelabra. Zechariah asked the Lord what this meant. The answer
, "This is the Word of God to Zerubbabel, Not by might, nor by power, but by my
g Spirit saith the Lord of hosts" (Zechariah 4:6). In order to understand
more the 'prophet asks "What are these two olive trees upon the right side of
'
,
~stand
and upon the left
side of it?" ( 4: 11). Tne answer cores 'b a~k , "Th ~se
e two anointed ones that stand by the Lord of the whole earth. This one is
a and this one is Ze~babel. They are my ministers and my witnesses in the
the great restoration" ( 4: 14). Reading these things we get a better under-
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"In the light of God's Word, can one be a public entertainer and a Christian at
the saire time? Doesn't Paul say, 'Come out from among them'? Also, if we're in
Christ, all things in the old life are passed away. The good soldier isn't supposed
to entangle himself with the affairs of this life. What kind of cmmsel can you
give regarding this question?"

A.

Salvation is based not on one's invol venents but rather, and always, on personal
faith in Christ's redeeming grace and finished atonenent on Calvary' s cross. If a
person who receives the Lord goes into public entertaining of a questionable nature
he or she becones a disobedient Christian. Doubtless the Lord will deal with that
person. Paul exhorts such individuals, "Coroo out from among them" (II Cor. 6 :17).
We are encouraged, "Love not the things that are in the world. They are hostile to
the Father."
Q. "How do we know what our personal gifts are so that i n tum we can use them to
carry out God' s will for our lives?"

A.

There is no specific answer for this question.

Everyone must determine in his
In a sense there are certain gifts that every Christian has. Consider the gift of prayer. This is a
glorious opportunity which cones to all of us who have received the Savior. We can
all exercise that gift, as well as the one which enables us to occupy a seat in
God's. house at His appointed tine on the first day of the week. We also all have
the gift of money. Some can only give a penny where others can invest many tines
that amount. The Lord has given us fllllds with which to live. Certainly sone of it
~.be set aside for God's work. We need to discover by abilities, counsel and
divine guidance what our gifts are. Then we should exercise and develop them all
to the glory of the Lord Jesus Christ.

am heart with what abilities the Lord has blessed him.

i sc1ples
'.'In light of the ' passage in John 20: 22, 23 it seems that Jesus gave the
power to forgive sins. Is this true?"
ui
•

'!bis ~ass_age should be studied along with Matthew 16 where Christ tells Peter,
~1 11 give mto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven; and whatsoever thou shalt

on the earth shall be bolllld in heaven; and whatsoever thou shalt loose on
a.rth shall be loosed in heaven." Here it's distinctly indicated that there are

lil
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1hiS question corres from radical criticism.
sins i~volyed, ''Whoso~ver's sins yet n:mit, they are remitted ui:-to them; and whosoever s. sins ye retain, they are retained. 11 The same concept is present in bin .
and loosing. Remember that these disciples lived in more than one age.
i:resent before the cr?ss as well as after it. This isn't true of us today. We
in the P?St-resurrectio~ age. lAJhat our Lord is doing, as recorded in the passa
about which. you . have
fl
. written, is empowering the disciples in the interim. It bg~
over the. t ime; it is a tempera~ a:rangement and is no longer necessary. The ve
only ~ that Jesus gave the disciples power to cancel sin. Such was not actual
the ca:e. He gave them only power to ~eclare what the situation was. There is a
vast difference between the two. God is the only One who can actually forgive 5 ·
Never. fo:get that no man can forgive sins but God. What the Lord Jesus was tell·
th~ di~ciple~ was_that they would have the power to realize that upon confession
faith in 01.nst sins would be forgiven.
Q. "How does a saved person know when God is speaking to Hir.i when we ask Him in
prayer to show us what He will have us to do?"
·
A~

Kn?wing the will of God is always an important, and yet sometimes difficult
situation. There. are certain guidelines we can follow. These will help us in a
better ui:de:s ~anding of what the Lord has for us . Fi rs t, we need to keep in mind
that an individual nrust be saved before God can speak to him. The only effectual
prayer of an unsaved person is, "Lord, be merciful to me, a sinner and save re
• I s s ake. II Sometunes
.
'
Ch nst
t h e Lord allows us to go through particular
situations
order that we might learn important lessons. First of all we must have a clear
mind and a clean heart so that we can hear from heaven. After this one are a of
sideration is in our circlUilStances. What are the obvious things ar~lilld us which
would indicate some specific leading? Secondly, we can listen to the helpful
from a go~lf fr~end? pas to:, or Christian parents. Don't allow an unsaved pers
someone living in sin, to influence you, making you think God is speaking i n su
manner. The Lord may also speak to us through sickness and pain. We n·eed to be
still and hear His voice. There is also the point of using our own good judgire
proper reasoning. The overriding aspect, of course, is that we nrust act in acco
ance with that which squares directly with the Word of God in every respect.
Q. "Is there a significance and rreaning to the frequent use of the number '40'
Bible?"

A. In Genesis 7:12 we read of the rain that lasted 40 days and 40 nights. In
giving of the Law, Moses was up on the mount (Exodus 24 :18) for 40 days and 40
Isra~l was 40 years in the wilderness (Deuteronomy 1: 3) • Christ was tempt ed af
fasting for 40 days (Matthew 4: 2). Jonah warned Ninevah "Yet 40 days and Nine
shall be overthrown" (Jonah 3:4). After the resurrectio~ of our Lord for 40 d
He appeared to His disciples and followers. In Scripture the number
is conn
with testing, temptation, and judgment.

4o

"lAJhat does 'poor in spirit' rea1ly rrean?
or hurnb le."

Q.

I thought it was

A.

This is found in the Beatitudes (Matthew 5:3). You are correct that i t doe
These are the same in significance and
ing. It rreans beii:g fully conscious of our awn total dependence upon the Lord.
f?re God we are void of every good thing. We must recognize that we have no
righteousness of ourselves as we come into His presence.
~present the s~ as meek or humble.

"Is the Genesis accolillt of the fonnation of the first man literal or was i
attempt by Jewish priests who, armmd 500 to 100 B.C., were trying to' fill in
gaps and complete the Old Testament? If it is one man (referring to Genes is)'
why does Genes is 5 : 2 use the plural?"
Q.
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Reading_ throug~ th~ Pentateuch

Ge es is through Deuteronomy) , there are some accounts given twice in languages
nwhat different. When we write letters we sometimes do the same. In a note to
mother you tell her you love her. "When you write to your sweetheart your
our age changes with subject matter. As another example, the phraseology or
an;:lnology in law is certainly different from phannacy or theology. It all depends
the subject. The subject always detennines the language. Those who would teach
at Scripture had "gaps" filled in later do not believe in divine inspiration. It
the very Spirit of God which kept the writers from any error whatsoever. These
"thful rren of God often told certain things, such as the lies of Satan, but it
true--Satan did tell lies. The Lord Himself vouches for the factualness and
actiiality of every occurrence. The theory to which you have referred has been
gely discredited b~ed on archeologica~ findings. and incons~stencies in teaching.
fonnation of the first man most certainly was l l teral and is absolutely fact as
corded in Genesis. "In the day that God created man (that's the human family), in
likeness of God made He him (that's Adam) ; male and female created He them."
hLUTian family is divided into two parts, male and female. The Lord always gave
wonderful place to worren. This corrnnent doesn't mean God is just talking about
by calling him "rren." No, it is mankind, Adam with his wife.

ome

"Is it true that if Christians would pray more for the evangelizing of the Jews,
support the efforts to do so, that we would actually hasten the coming of the
for the Church?''

We are exhorted in Scripture to pray for the salvation of the descendants of
1. At the same time, we should also pray definitely for the evangelization of
<Jentiles. We are commanded to do both of these things. The Scriptural reason
doing this is because God has told us to do so, not just for the hastening of
coming of the Lord. The Savior has told us, "It is not for you to know the tirres
the seasons, which the Father hath put in His awn power" (Acts 1: 7). Earlier
said, "But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels of heaven,
my Father only" (Matthew 24: 36) • God's plan and program is being worked out in
minutest detail regardless of whether or not we pray. It is in the fullness of
that Olrist is going to come. This, of course, doesn't relieve us one iota of
respons ibility of proclaiming the Gospel to the Jews and Gentiles. We should
to reliable Jewish missions liberally, as well as the sarre for those ministries
ted to reach other peoples. The reason for our prayers is strictly our love for

ould you please explain Acts 15:29, 'That ye abstain from things offered to
, and from blood, and from things strangled, and from fornication; from which,
keep yourselves, ye shall do well'?"
is is an important statement which points up the tremendous manner in which
were_handled in the early church as leaders were directed by the Holy Spirit.
cord rn Acts 15 shows that things crune to a head about the middle of the first
A. D. There was the Council at Jerusalem which settled a very important
on. It was whether or not Christianity was to be merely a branch of Judaism
he the complete 01.ristian faith which God intended it to be. There were cern who came dawn from Judea teaching that if circumcision after the manner
es wasn't followed, people couldn't be saved. Paul and Barnabas attended the
• They had been dealing with Gentiles. Peter was a minister to the Jews
told how wonderfully God had opened a door for the Gentiles at the house of
us. James announced God's purpose in that the Lord wasn't taking pagan
and legalizing them first as Jews before they were saved. The Jews had
. t that "the· life of the flesh is in the blood." They were not allowed to
mg.that had blood in it. To those reared in heathenism, that didn't rrean
'Ihings offered to idols were of little consequence to them. The Spirit of
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God was saying, "Forego all these things which could be a source of real
The purpose would be hannony in the Body of Christ." The same principle
be followed today that there might be unity among believers.
Q. "I have <:1- 12-da~ old son in heaven who passed away in 1924. Do infants who
grow up physically in heaven or do they stay babies? Can you give ne
concerning this particular matter?"
·
A•. The. Bib~e does. not ~ive us any specific answer to this question. There are
ta:-n guid~lines w~ich_might be helpful. We do not believe that a little child re
J?alns a little child in heaven throughout eternity. The beauty of babyhood is in
its growth and development. It may well be that once a little one dies here he
grows immediately to maturity. "Our citizenship is in heaven, from where also we
look for th~ Savio:, th~ Lord ~esus Christ, 1Yh? shall change our lowly body, that
may. be f~hioned ll~e His ~lonous body" (Philippians 3: 20, 21) • Our resurrecti
bodies will be fashioned like the resurrection body of the Lord Jesus Christ .

d to go on. When they do rebel against the Lord, th~re is immediate regress
- sal.
Judgment is visited upon them because the King doesn't have to set
andar~~~ to hear their case. ~e judge~ in eguity an~ righteousness. The:e ce:up_ 1 ~ will be physical growth rn the Millennium. Onldren born at that time will
t:U~rc even as they do today. Sadly enough, som~ of them will_ not heed the wor~
m,itti,cir parents and wil 1 be a party to ?atan' ~ lies ~d reb~lllon. In any age it
? ~ Go<l' s di vine will that parents who brrng dnldren rn~o this. world sh?uld be exi s d"1 ngly careful so that they will trust the Lord at tl1e earliest possible moment.
cclc vise life's span has been spent in vain. No parent who has sorrehow been used
O
'
.
'1-.
•
h as i ive
· d wi. t1 10ut purpose.
t ot lCn
l ca<l his
dnldren
to Cunst
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Q."How did the Holy Spirit keep Paul from going into Bithynia as recorded in
Acts 16 : 7?"
A. The only way we can suggest that the Holy Spirit kept them from going into
Bithynia is the same manner in which He gave them direction to go into other are
according to His sovereign will. Paul testifies later, "I say the truth in Oiris
I lie not, 1!lf. con:cience also bearing me. witness in the Holy Spirit" (Romans g :1)
The Holy Spin t gives a deep conviction in the innennost recesses of the heart.
Never forget that the Spirit of God is able to speak loud enough for any willing
Christian to hear His voice.
Q. "Should we persist in presenting the Gospel to those who reject it and absol
will not have anything to do with it?"
A. There is always a danger in giving up. Sometimes such resignation comes too
easily. At the sane time, there is such a thing as "casting your pearls before
swine" (Matthew 7:6). Taking this out of its context somewhat, we have a great
Pearl in our hands, narrely the Word of God. It is not to be placed continually
fore individuals who ridicule, reject and refuse to have anything to do with it
whatsoever. In the first diapter of Romans we read of those whom God has given
In His infinite wisdom and knowledge He knows when to give up on a person, allow·
them to go on in their own sinful, evil, hell-bound ways. We don't have that insight at all. We need to persist in our prayers. We don't know when the Lord
speak to that person and answer our petitions. God hears and rewards according
His infinite, loving will.
Q. "What will it be like to be middle-aged in the Millennium, when 'middle- aged'
could be five or six hundred years old? Will people grow older during the Mille
and will children born at that time grow up?"
A. In the Millennium there is going to be more than one company of people. All
be saved, but not all will be in the same group. Those who belong to the Bride
Christ and have their resurrection bodies will not grow older. We will be the s
as_the_King,_the Lord Jesus Christ. There will certainly be growth in years for
still in their unresurrected bodies. In Isaiah 65 we have a clear intimation of
Verse 20 tells :15, "Th~re shall be no more. • • an infant of days, nor an old
tJ:iat hath i:iot filled his days; for the mild shall die an hundred years old , but
sinner, being an hLilldred years old, shall be accursed." There will be children
during the Millennium who will reject God's truth and grace at the end of the th
sand years. During the Ki_ngdom age they don't come
open rebellion and hence

in
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